
4.3 -

As for secondary sodium one finds :

D. Limitation of damage propagation due to leakage,
fire and extinction of sodium fire,in order to
protect safety related components and to insure
good safety conditions for further operation.

F. Limitation of radiological consequences, by
maintaining efficiency of filters by the use of
pre-filters

4.4 - Detailed_guestions

In addition to the normal adaptation of D questions
of chapter 3.4, detailed questions are the
following :

D.ll - Sodium burning inside a controlled atmosphere
room, as far asthe sodium temperature, and
the hygrometry are concerned

D.JX2 - Limitation of the mass of burning sodium
in a room

D.13 *- Insulation behaviour during a sodium leak

I).14 - Temperature and pressure associated to a mixed
fire in a room

F,l - Aerosol composition from a contaminated sodium
pool

F-2 •«• Aerosol transfer after a fire in a room

F.3 - Prefilter system

F,4 - Cleaning system strength for thermal stresses
after a fire

5. Associated experimental programmes

A detailed experimental research programme can be
deduced from all these precise questions. In fact,
this type of analysis led us to complement on-going
programmes with the ESMERALDA project, described
in other papers.

IGNITION OF A LIQUID SODIUM POOL
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ABSTRACT :

The ignition temperatures of liquid sodium are poorly

defined : the values mentioned in the literature range

from 120°C to 470°C. This study determined the liquid

sodium ignition limits in terms of temperature and

oxygen molar fraction. A sodium ignition mechanism

model is presented.

Sodium Ignition

It is essential for sodium users (nuclear power plant

operators or experimental research technicians) to know

the critical conditions under which sodium ignites in

air. It is also desirable to specify the physical

phenomena which control sodium ignition in order to

define possible preventive means.

1 - GENERAL

The sodium ignition temperatures in air cited in the

literature range from 120°C to 470°C (Table 1). This

disparity reveals the importance of a number of ignition

parameters, such as the sample size (droplet or liquid

layer), the static or turbulent state of the metal
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(liquid jet or flow), the degree of sodium purity and

oxidation. The phenomenon is also affected by the

properties of the oxidant mixture : oxygen molar fraction

and relative'humidity.

According to Reynolds (10) the ignition temperature

corresponds in fact to the thermal equilibrium breakdown

temperature of a system undergoing oxidation. The energy

gain from the exothermic oxidation reaction becomes greater

than the losses due to heat exchanges between the system

and its environment.

Thus any parameter acting on either of the phenomena

involved (chemical reaction and heat exchange) tends

to modify the thermal equilibrium and therefore the ignition

temperature.

2 - EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental configuration consisted of a 80 - 100 g
2

still sodium pool with a free surface area! of 113 cm ,

heated away from any oxidant in a 316- liters containment,

volume.

2.1 - Ignition Temperature (11)

The ignition temperatures specified in Table 2 were determined

for various oxygen molar fractions. The values indicated

represent the temperature of the sodium mass - and not

the surface temperature - when the first ignition

point appeared.

The ignition threshold temperature variation as a function

of the oxygen molar fraction is thus not linear (cf. Figure 1)

The minimum oxygen molar fraction at which ignition occurs

is approximately 3 %.

2.2 - Tqnition Time (11)

The ignition time is the elapsed time between reagent contact

and the onset of ignition. The ignition time value

ranges upward from zero (instantaneous ignition) and

tends towards infinity under ignition limit conditions.

For sodium ignition, the literature provides no indication

of the time value and its evolution.

In the experimental configuration, the following empirical

law was determined relating the ignition time to the

initial sodium temperature and the oxygen molar fraction

(cf. Figure 2) :

Log (8),
T

(6.68X10 2X 02 8.50) - 1.85 5.17

where 8 : ignition time (sec)

T : initial temperature (K)

XQ,'- oxygen molar fraction.

This experimental law, which characterizes the ignition

time evolution in a particular configuration, is certainly

not applicable to all systems. Nevertheless, the phenomenon

may posses a specific character corresponding to the

exponential form. In this case the particular numerical

values would depend on the experimental conditions

and procedures.

3 - IGNITION MECHANISM (11)

3.1 - Description (Figure 3)

The ignition phenomenon was observed in a large number of

tests. From the instant the reagents came into contact, the

slow oxidation of the metal was observed. Below the

inflammability limits, little or no surface evolution

was visible.



Once the limits were reached, however, the oxidation phase

was followed by the appearance of nodules in an apparently

random pattern on the sodium surface ; no definite relative

positions among the nodules could be determined.

Ignition occured on one or more nodules. Flame propagation

was by circular extension around the burning nodule, and

by ignition of other nodules.

Based on these observations it may be asserted that :

- the oxidation phase necessarily precedes the formation

of nodules

- nodule formation is necessary but not sufficient for

ignition : at high temperatures (340°C) and low

oxygen molar content (5 SD), nodulation is extensive

but is a slow process that does not always lead to

ignition.

3.2 - Supertemperature Phenomena (11)

Pre-ignition observations of the sodium surface by means

of a Thermovision" IR camera (12) showed that the nodules

are related to surface supertemperature phenomena.

Such supertemperatures points appear during the oxidation

phase j if the phenomenon persist, nodule formation

is localized at these points.

The following hypothesis may thus be formulated : surface

oxidation is not a uniform phenomenon ; porosity, crystal

patterns and structural defects create preferential

oxidation spots, at which a temperature gradient is established

at the metal/oxide interface. This results in a surface

tension gradient, which sets up a thermocapillary

movement (13) that breaks through the oxide film. Sodium

rising in the orifice thus created results in the formation

of a nodule.

The nodule, which is a drop of liquid sodium, oxidizes and

heats up more quickly than the surrounding flat surface

because of the high reaction area/volume ratio. The

thermal disequilibrium resulting in ignition therefore

appears first at the nodule.

4 - CONCLUSION

Although the ignition temperature may vary according to the

particular configuration examined, the ignition mechanism

is characteristic. It is important to note that sodium in

a divided condition may ignite even if the initial temperature

is low ; the size of the oxidation surface area compared

to the sodium volume results in a rapid temperature rise

and ignition.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the six years since the last Sodium Fires Specialists Meeting (Hanford,
May 22-26 1972, CONF 720579) the UKAEA and the Construction Companies, now
NPC, have concentrated on the commissioning and early operation of the
prototype Fast Reactor (PFR) at Dounreay Nuclear Power Development Establish-
ment. Rig support for PFR has continued at Risley Nuclear Power Development
Laboratory with effort mainly directed to engineering and heat transfer
studies; the fire protection and leak detection systems used have been based
on information available in 1972.

Over the same period the CEGB have shown an increasing interest in the Liquid
Metal Cooled Fast Reactor system with a consequent increase in research work
on the subject of sodium fires.

The text and appendices of this overview reflect this spread of emphasis.

2 SODIUM FIRES

The ignition characteristics, burning rates and smoke release fractions of
free ambient pool fires have been studied and this is described in Appendix
1, Section 2.1. The burning rates and smoke release fractions have been
measured both at equilibrium pool fire temperatures and over the range 250-
750°C. From these observations and the results of other workers, a model of
sodium-burning has been produced dealing in particular with the variation of
burning rate with pool size. The combustion of sodium pools exhibits a flame
zone that is essentially two-dimensional and close to the pool surface. The
reasons for this flame geometry have been examined and related to the ratio
of the heat of combustion of sodium to its heat of vapourisation which is
significantly smaller than for most other combustible liquids. Where the
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